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1. P O I N T OF DEPARTURE 
The existing Government Secretariat located at Lower 
Albert Road was built in the 50s, which already has a 
history of more than 40 years. During these years, 
there have been great changes in Hong Kong. The role 
of the newHKSAR government, the expectationfrom 
the public, and also the urban development are all 
chaanging. 
In mt final year project, I would like to study the how 
the architectural design of the Government Headquarters 
best suits us. In fact, I believe that the public force is the 
key component of a goveminent. What the government 
do should accords to the will of the general public. Here 
lies an important key for the smooth running and devel-
opment of a society - the relationship between the 
governemnt and the public. Thus, I would try to pro-
pose a healthy and appropriate relationship between 
these two parties. 
2_ SUBJECT ANALYSIS 
a. Definition of ovemment’’ 
b. History ofHKSAR Government 
c. Ideology ofHKSAR Government 
d‘ Structure ofHKSAR Government 
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a. Definition of overnment 
The word ovement means a form of policy (i.e. the 
action by which differing interest within a given unit are 
conciliated by giving them a share in power in proportion to 
their importance to the welfare and survival of the whole 
community); a system of conducting policy, actions and 
affairs ofstste despotically or constitutionally; regulating 
proceedings; being m mility command and constituting laws, 
rules and principles, etc. 
The definition of a Govemmetn is various for different 
eographic positions and at different period of time in the 
history. There are three common fetlnitions for a Govern-
ment: 
1 The grouping of those authorization bodies of a State, 
which includes the three branches: legislation, administration 
and judiciary. 
2. The grouping of those authorization bodies in the admin-
istration branch of a State, ehich includes the bodies hold 戰 
the administrative power and the subordinate bodies. 
3. The .grouping of those nucleus authorization bodies in the 
administration branch, which includes solely the bodies 
holding the administrative power. 
The second definition seems appropriate to describe the 
situation in Hong Kong. The Government is an independent 
institution of administration, which inter-restricted with the 
other independent institutions of legislation and judicial 
b. History of HKSAR Government 
According to the Sino-British Joint Declaration and the 
Basic Law, the sovereignty of Hong Kong was handed 
over form the British Government to the Central People 
Government of China on 1 st July, 1997. As stated in the 
aforesaid documents, the ne Country, Two Systems" 
policy would be implemented, in which Hong Kong would 
continue to have a high automony and the people of Hong 
Kong would c o n t i nuG t o e n j o y a h i g h 
freedom. 
c. Ideology of HKSAR Govenrment 
According to the Sino-British Joint Declaration and the 
Basic Law, 
///t^ ^j)vernmciit of HKSAR would hkc the Hong Kon^ pc(}ple in 
enjoy freedom in lifestyle, fracling, movement, iravcl reh^nm, 
freedom oj pub heal ion, etc. In lerms of polaics, the govaiuneni 
w"""/ like (o have afina! say jmi hke any other govcrwncnfs /" 
world. 'Hier^ore ihc fudire HKSAR government would he cm 
open iiovcrnmen/ and public opinions on govenimeni pohticies 
u,"'/ he welcome m order (o lead Hong Kong fowurds a hnyjii and 
confidenl fwwv.” 
d. s t ruc tu re of HKSAR Government 
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3. PROJECT ANALYSIS 
a. Client/User 
b. Design Brief 
c. Schedule of Accoinmodation 
d. Site/Context 
e. Project Mission 
f. Spatial Relationship 
eadtjiianers means an assemblage of persons and instruments at 
('gi^'^'fi spot connected with the zone of operation by the most 
"_/// c a c ion s m c a n s of c o m m 11 n i c a t i o n. ” 
LcCorhiisicr, ‘Headquarters for the United Nations ‘ 
User 
The main user of the new Government Headquar-
ters are the Government Officials. They are the 
high ranking officials including the ChiefExeciitive, 
members of the Executive Council, Chief Secre-
tary, Financial Secretary, Secretary of Justice, 
fellow Secretariats of Bureaux and the Legidative 
Councilors. 
Another type of user is the public, whose activities 
include gathenng and circulation, using the public 
facilities offered by the Government Headquar-
ters. 丨nciLicle also the public demonstrations and 
petitions. 
a. client user 
Client 
The client for this project is the Government 
Property Agency. Its mission is to build a new 
Government Headquarters for the HKSAR, in 
order to provide an efficient work environment for 
the government officials and to foster a positive 
image for the HKSAR Government to the public. 
b. Design Brief 
The design brief requires the new Government Headquar-
ters should be able; 
/• to maximize the development 
potential of the site; 
to integrate updated facilities 
ttnd spatial arrangement in the 
office design; 
to allow maximium flexibility 
in office layout; 
4. to introduce energy efficient 
design in the new building; 
5. to foster an open and welcom-
ing image of the Government to 
the public; 
6. to complete the new building 
with reasonable budget and in a 
reasonable period of time. 
c. Schedule of Accommodation 
Chief Executive's Office - 1200 sq.m 
Executive Council & its Secretariat - lOOOsqm 
Chief Secretary's Office - 400sqm 
Financial Secretary's Office - 400 sqm 
Secretary for Justice's Office - 400 sqm 
Bureau - @ 1700�2000 sqm 
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� i e u from the junction at Queen Road Central and Icc House Street 
d. Site / Context 
The site selected is the existing site of the 
Government Secretariat which is located at 
Lower Albert Road, Central, just behind the 
Hong Kong Bank. In fact, the site has been 
occupied by the Government Secretariat for 
more than 100 years. 
Central is the heart of Hong Kong and there 
are rich context around the site. Namely, St. 
John Cathedral, Hong Kong Bank, China 
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The site is elevated above the street level, with 
rich greenery surrounded. Thus it has the 
advantage of good transportation and access but 
the environment is silent fresh and pleasant. 
To its close proximity there are the Court of 
Final Appeal and the Legisative Council Build-
ing- Together with the new Government Head-
quarters there forms an integrated whole of the 






e. Mission statement 
The mission statement of the project is: 
The new HKSAR Government Headquarters should be 
able: 
to fulfill the growing func-
tional and administrative needs 
of the government of the Hong 
Kong Special Administrative Re-
gion, in terms of updated facili-
ties and appropriate spatial ar-
rangement and design’ in order 
to enhance the efficiency and 
work quality of the government. 
2, to enhance the communication 
between the HKSAR Government 
("t d the general public in terms 
of architectural design and set-
tings so as to build a highly 
public recognizable and public 
accountable government. 
3. to foster a positive image of 
the HKSAR Government to the 
public and to positive contribu-
tion to the surrounding ii ban 
context. 
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4. DESIGN PROCESS 
a. Stage I 
preliminary massing study and 
site response I E 3 
b. Stage II 
preliminary massing study and 
site response II 
c. Stage III 
preliminary building plan study access and 
spatial relationship study 
d. Stage IV 
massing refinement and 
spatial relationship refinement 國 
e. Stage V 
preliminary detailed study of key space 
f. Stage VI 
preliminary building design study 
g. Stage VII 
office tower study 
h. Stage Vin 
building design refinement 
i. Stage IX 
detailed key space refinement 
j. Stage X 
final design 
a. stage i 
preliminary massing study and 
site response i 
concept 
preliminary test of massing 
-single block 
use of transparent material 
the preservation of the existing Executive Council 
Chamber 
open space integrating with the St. John Cathe-
dral and Court for Final Appeal 
clear and strong frontage to Queen Road 
Centra] 
evaluation 
huge massing comparing with the instant neighbor 
historical tree at the existing central space have to 
be cut off 
the height of the western part is so tall that shield 
off the street level 
b. Stage ll 
preliminary massing study and 
site response ll 
concept 
testing of breaking up the massing into two 
blocks 
symbolic meaning of ridge ommunjca-
tion by the flyovers between the two towers 
curve transparent front facade responding to 
the rigidity and reflectiveness of neighbors 
open space resonding to the instant neighbors 
relationship between the open space and the 
Government Headquarters 
evaluation 
the character as the Government Headquarters 
has yet defined 
not much response to neighbors 
breaking up of massing is worth exploring 
connection to street level is not clear 






c. stage III 
preliminary building plan study access and 
spatial relationship study 
concept 
possibility of preserving the existing buildings 
possibility of preserving the existing historical 
tree to form part of the key open space 
addition of public facilities 







connection to the street level 
exploration of the usage of the public space 
with respect to the Government Headquarters 
evaluation 
not enough site response 
a strong relation between the existing building 
and the new addition has yet defined 
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study sketch of the open plaza 
d. Stage iv 
massing refinement and 
spatial relationship refinement 
concept 
more detailed study of the twin towers - similar 
language with clear distinction 
addition of new floors on existing structure to 
solve the problem of shortage of space 
the layering and hierarchy of open space 
definite massing of the public centre 
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evaluation 
open space has yet well-defined 
the public facilities and space should be more 
developed 
access to site is still weak 
not much response to St. John Cathedral 




study of public hall 
section stud\ 
1.-
study of access Irom Queen Road Central 
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prcliiTiinary plan sluch' 
concept 
maximum transparency and openness of open 
space 
frontage study of twin tower 
connection to the elevated site to street level by 
means of vertical circulation system and hori-
zontal circulation route 
e. Stage v 
preliminary detailed study of key space 
I 
lir m r^ 
evaluation 
certain enclosure should be provided at the open 
space 
not clear onentation of the auditorium 
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f. stage VI 
preliminary building design study 
concept 
preluninaty massing of the public centre 
relationship and connection between the open 
space 
relationship between floors 
evaluation 
the massing of the twin tower needs more develop-
ment 





g. stage vii 
office tower study 
concept 




preservation of existing building 
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h. Stage Vlii 
b u i l d i n g design refinement 
concept 
emphasis on the onnection between the 
building blocks 
add a distinguishable feature on the frontage 
a definite open space and public centre is 
proposed 
a series of public space is created 
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building section study 
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building elevation study 
evaluation 
can add some features to make the elevation 
more excited 
elevation has yet well developed 
relationship to the instant neighbors can be 
further strengthened 
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detailed plan of public open space 
i. Stage i x 
detailed key space refinement 
concept 
double height entrance hall at the office build-
ings 
connection between the levels of different open 
spaces 
public access to the site along the extended 
urban axis through Hong Kong Bank 
giant tv screen at public atniun which can live 
broadcast the meeting held by the government 
officials and bodies and the press 
preseravtion of the existing tree to formin the 
entrance atrium to the office towers 
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evaluation 
too many connection between the two towers 
n 
the efifect of natural shading at the transparent 
atrium can be studied more 
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ffl 
elevation studv 
view from Queen 's Road Central 
j• Stage x 
final design 
c o n c e p t building model 
typical p lan 
building plan at Lower Albert Road level 
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cont inuat ion 
space where the government meets the press and public 
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connection between the two a t r iums 
facade treatment at East Wing 
facade treatment at East Wing 
facade t reatment at Wing Wing 
sec t ion 
view of acces to open plaza 
5. BUILDING SYSTEMS & REGULATIONS 
a. Structural System 
building structure & building material 
b. Building Services System 
Air-conditioiiing system, Fire Service Syetein, Pluinbling & Drainage System, Electrical System, 
c. Regulations 
a. Structural System 
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Primary Hot Water 
- S e c o n d a r y Hot Water 
sen' icc cores which integrate al! the building services 
b. Building Services System 
Air-conditioning system, Fire Service 
System, Plumbling & Drainage System, 
Electrical System 
building section showing the service cores and buildiiu 
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Investigation of New Identity of Government Architecture 
H K S A R Government Headquar ters 
"The public force should have an agent of its own which shall unite and 
apply that force according to the direction of the general will, to serve as 
the means of communication between the State and the Sovereign …that's 
the reason why we need a government “ 
Social Contract, J.J. Rosseau 
“tVe can tell a lot about a community's self image by the way it treats its 
most important public building,” 
Civic Virtue. Paul M. Suchner 
"Headquarters means an assemblage of persons and instruments at a 
given spot connected with the zone of operation by the most efficacious 
means of communication." 
Headquarters for the U,N., LeCorbusier 
"'Serving the Community' is the Government's single most important 
aim to which all civil servants should be committed. ” 
1997 Year Book, Tung Chee Hwa, Chief Executive of HKSAR 
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SYNOPSIS 
This report demonstrates the conceptual framework and the design process of my 
thesis project. This section - SYNOPSIS, is to introduce the structure of the whole 
report. 
Section 2 - POINT OF DEPARTURE, is to demonstrate how the initial idea of this 
thesis project was originated. 
Section 3 - STUDY OF A GOVERNMENT, is to study the meaning of a Govern-
ment. Its ultimate objective, its evolution over history and the necessity of its exist-
ence is discussed. 
Section 4 - EXISTING STATE, is to study the HKSAR Government in a realistic 
way in detail. Requirement and expectation from the client and the users, the 
identity and operation of the Government, and the architectural design and site 
design are analyzed. 
Interviews, surveys, observations, and study of reference materials are adapted. 
The existing deficiencies, the expectation and needs from the parties concerned 
can be Identified. 
Section 5 - OPPORTUNITY, Is to Integrate my notion of the HKSAR Government 
based on the existing situation with foreseeable evolutions. It Is not my ideal model, 
but rather a realistic approach to use architectural articulation to propose a better 
Government for Hong Kong. 
。 : ’ - - . - • ‘ . ' 
Section 6 - FUTURE STATE. Is the setting up of major issues for the design of the 
new Government Headquarters and what architectural elements are used. • . ‘ -
、：:”、:: . • - j. • 
Section 7 -APPENDIX, Is the grouping of the reference materials which contribute 
greatly in my research work. 
Investigation of New Identity of Government Architecture 
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Diagram of the Research Process 
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2. POINT OF DEPARTURE 
Asa citizen of Hong Kong.,. 
Hong Kong is a city of changes. Political changes are of no exception. 
Obvious changes were observed in the status of our Government. 
In the past, the colonial Government was once a highly authorization body which 
held a mono-directional, a top-to-bottom governance system. The citizens were 
not allowed (or not capable, due to the relatively low education level) to participate 
in the system at all. 
At this moment, the situation has changed. We voted for our representatives In the 
Legislative CounciI(though it Is still a minority). We can held gathering, petitions 
and protests freely to express our opinion and discontent. We can change (o r 
influent) the Government's decisions somehow. 
In the foreseeable future, more changes are expected. By 2007, all the candidates 
of the Legislative Councilor will be elected by the citizens. We can even vote for 
our Chief Executive all by ourselves(hopefully). (*) We have the authority to choose 
the leader to work for us. 
As an architecture student... 
The existing Government Secretariat at Lower Albert Road, Central, was built in 
the 50s and already has a history of more than 40 years. Under such rapid changes 
in the territories, especially during the recent decades, I sense that the expectation 
from the HKSAR Government, the citizens of Hong Kong, and even the urban 
fabric of Hong Kong are much higher than that is fostering by the existing building 
now. 
Thus 丨 would propose a new Government Headquarters of the Hong Kong Special 
Administrative Region, in order to fulfill the expectation from those parties con-
cerned. I would expect the design of the new Government Headquarters of HKSAR 
to be able to cope with the changes and the challenges in the foreseeable future. 
n according to the Basic Law, 
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3. S T U D Y O F A G O V E R N M E N T 
In recent years, petitions, demonstrations and protests attribute much to the pollti-
ca丨 culture of Hong Kong. The object of these events, generally speaking, Is to 
express ones，standpoint and fight for ones' interests. These are not only the 
aftermath of the introduction of democracy (though what is "real" democracy has 
yet defined in nrrodern sense) to the people, which has resulted in their increasing 
awareness of their entitlement; but also a reflection on which the performance of 
the Government is unsatisfying. The polling rate of the last Legislative Council 
Geographical Election marked its ever highest historical record also reflected that 
the people coming out to express their discontent to the Government. (*) 
These made me think of our Government. In fact, what do we need from the 
Government? How would the Government perform to satisfy all walks of lives in 
the society? This is probably a rather complicated issue that many scholars are 
working hard on. 
3.1 What is a Government? 
The word "government" means a form of polity (i.e. the action by which differing 
interest within a given unit are conciliated by giving them a share in power in pro-
portion to their importance to the welfare and survival of the whole community); a 
system of conducting policy, actions and affairs of state despotically or constitu-.. • • ' ' ... • • ‘ 
tionally; regulating proceedings; being in mility command and constituting laws, 
rules and principles, etc. (**) 
• - • • •... 
The definition of a Government is various for different geographic positions and at 
different period of time in the history. There are three common definitions for a 
Government (***). 
1. The grouping of those authorization bodies of a State, which includes the 
three branches: legislation, administration and judiciary. 
2. The grouping of those authorization bodies in the administration branch of a 
State, which includes the bodies holding the administrative power 
and the subordinate bodies. 
3. The grouping of those nucleus authorization bodies in the administration 
；branch, which includes solely the bodies holding the administrative power. 
The second definition seems appropriate to describe the situation in Hong Kong. 
The Government Is an independent institution of administration, which inter-re-
stricted with the other independent institutions of Legislation and Judidary. 
(*) according to various scholars' conclusion 
" ) t h e Great Encychopaedic Dictionary, Vol.1, Oxford University Press, 1964. 
(***) "Politic of a Government, p p . r ‘ 
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3.2 Why do we need a Government? 
The object of a Government can be generally concluded as follows. ---. ... -. 
1. To maintain and execute the Sovereignty of a State 
2. To prompt the development of a society 
• -
3. To achieve a better quality of living for its citizens 
For a democratic Government, one overwhelming object is that, every single thing 
a Government do should be in accordance with the wills of the citizens. A Govern-
ment is the representative of the citizens solely. 
3.3 What are the Qualities of a Government that we need? 
“…a human scale building, a friendly building, a building that ordinary 
person is not afraid to approach and enter to do business with his govern-
ment.” 
Charles Hill, Phoenix Municipal Government Center Design Competition, 1987. 
Yes, the Government belongs to the citizens. It is important to address this identity, 
that the Government represent the citizens - it is their Government. 
The Government should not move away from the public. It is public accountable, 
welcoming and open enough. 
3.4 What does a Government from the Public? 
Trust, faith, confidence, respect, expectation...... .communication 
3.5 Greek Model - Ideal Government? 
_ :.:. • ' .、. ： • - ：.:。〜？— •、:•:、. •；.'...:.. ••-： • -• / . . . . . . . 
< ： ： ； ； , ‘ •+..个••‘ ‘ ‘ . . ^ 
The Government in ancient Greece was generally considered a paradigm. Its 
i¥Popular Govemmentil was also considered as a keystone in the evolution of 
democracy. 
In about 440BC in Greece, the Kingship had declined and monarchy was being 
replaced by written constitutions. It ensured that political power belonged either to 
a fixed class, an oligarchy, or to a large commonwealth, a democracy. Power 
would circulate in the way of the civil gathering. Every citizens (though it meant 
adult males during that period of time) had to right to participate the annual gather-
ing. From it, every participant was able to express their idea and held discussion 
with others freely. Then a draw would be held to select a number of participants 
randomly to form a Government. What the Government would do was In accor-
：<•"•'....... . 
dance with the general will, that is, the issues concluded in the civil gathering. 
‘ 、：.、入、...‘‘ 
The term of the Government Officials was two years. The purpose was to avoid 
any collective will among the drawn officials which might deteriorate the pure func-
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.the King is the Citizens herel" 
Euripides, "The Suppliant Women"(a Greek opera) 1972, 
3.6 H o w is the Evolut ion of a Government? 
One important point regarding the Greek "Popular Government" Is that, the size of 
the community in which a Government was formed did not exceed 40,000. The 
structure of the society, the collective object and interest of the citizens were rela-
tively simple. Thus the Government functioned well. 
As the society was developing, its size kept expanding and the social condition 
became complicated. There was much divergence rather than commonness 
：- - •‘ 
among the citizens. A more specialized institution of the Government was inevi-
table. Thus the Greek model was no longer adopted. 
Since then there existed several kinds of Government: Slavery Government, Feu-
dal Government, Capitalist Government and Communist Government, etc. (*) Over 
the history, such Government institutions functioned like a "machine" that follow 
the will of the Sovereign. 
Democratic Government is generally considered as the better model. Though 
there is downsides, its public participation is capable to prompt the development . . . . . . . . . . . . '' 
and the stability of the society. 
a federal government 
1 闺 
I communist government 
3.7 Anarch i sm - Do w e really need a Government? 
Anarchists promote free association of all of the members in a society. They think 
that a Government is an institution that implements coercive backing - that the 
system of Government functioning is also coercive. The political procedure and 
the bureaucracy overwhelm the personal judgment and personal thinking. The 
citizens are forced to follow the coerdve, inhumane Government 
So the institutions to be adapted in a free society, according to the anarchists, are 
the culture, norm and values. C") 
(*) "Politics of a Government, pp.5" 
D "Political Philosophy, pp. 126-127^ 
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4. E X I S T I N G STATE 
• • . • • . . 
4.1 Background 
After the 156 yuears of colonial governance. Hong Kong had been handed over 
from the British Government to the Chinese Government on 1 st July 1997, Under 
the Sino-British Joint Declaration signed in 1984 and the Basic Law completed In 
1990，Hong Kong had became a Special Administrative Region of China. The new 
Government for the Special Administrative Region was also established on the 
same day. 
The change of the sovereigntyof Hong kong involves a change in the operation 
system and also a change in the image of the Special Administrative Region Gov-
ernment. The existing Government Secretariat located in the Central Government 
Offices in Central, which was built in the 50s, is unable to fulfill the needs of the 
society. Thus, the Government Property Agency, on behave of the HKSAR Gov-
ernment, proposes to build a new Government Headquarters of Hong Kong Spe-
dal Administrative Region. It is the Project Manager of this project. 
The Architectural Services Department is responsible for the architectural design 
of the new Government Headquarters of HKSAR. Assumption is made that I am 
the chief architect of this project. ； 
change of sovereignty of Hong Kong 
on 1.7.1997 
4.2 Cl ient 
4.2.1 Client's Profile 
The client for this project Is the Government Property Agency. It is responsible foil 
planning and managing the new Government Headquarters and it is also the Project 
Manager of this project. 
、：： . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .,: v.. . . . . . . • . . . . . . , . 
4.2.2 Client's Mission 
The Clientils mission is to build a new Government Headquarters for the HKSAR, 
in order to provide an efficient work environment for the government officials and to 
foster a positive image of the HKSAR Government to the public. 
4.2.3 Cl ienrs Requirement 
The requirement of the new Government Headquarters are: (*) 
1 • To maximize the development potential of the existing site. 
To integrate updated technology and spatial arrangement in the office de-
sign. 
3. To allow maximum flexibility in planning of office layout. 
4. To introduce energy efficient design in the new Government Headquarters. 
5. To foster an open and welcoming image of the Special Administrative Region 
Government to the public 
6. To complete the new building with reasonable budget and in a reasonable 
period of time. 
(•) according to Interview with Mr. Alan Wong, GPA. Detail refers section 7.b.2 
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4.3 Subject Analysis 
4.3.1 The Establishment of the HKSAR Government .......“ 
According to the Sino-Biitish Joint Declaration and the Basic Law, the sovereignty 
of Hong Kong was handed over from the British Government to the Central People's 
Government of China on 1«July. 1997. As stated in the aforesaid documents, the 
"One Country. Two Systems" policy would be implemented, in which the people 
of Hong Kong would 
4.3.2 Ideology of Government 
According to the Sino-British Joint Declaration and the Basic Law. 
"The government of HKSAR would like the Hong Kong people to 
enjoy freedom in lifestyle, trading, movement,travel, religious, free-
dom of publication, etc. In terms of politics, the government would 
//Zee to have a final say just like any other governments in the world. 
Therefore the future HKSAR government would be an open govern-
ment and public opinions on government policies will be welcome in 
order to lead Hong Kong towards a bright and confident future. ” (*) 
4.3.3 Objective of Government 
1, To establish a trustful relationship between the HKSAR government and the 
people of Hong Kong. 
2. To maintain the prosperity and stability of Hong Kong society, f * ) 
Badge of Hong Kong Special Administrative 
(*) extract from the Basic Law and the Sino-British Joint-Declaration. 
C*) extract from the Basic Law and the Sino-British Joint-Declaration. 
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4.3.4 Structure of Government 
The governance system of HKSAR Is divided into Legislation, Administration and Judiciary. The Administration is 
the executive arm ofthe government, headed by the Chief Executive. It is organized into the Government Secre-
tariat and Departments. 
Chief Executive 
The Chief Executive leads the Government of HKSAR, decides on Government policies and Issues executive orders. 
Executive Council 
The Executive Council is the consultative body of the Chief Executive. The Council advises the Chief Executive, who then 
make a decision. 
Government Secretariats and Bureaus 
The Government Secretariats and Bureaus are responsible to formulate policies and initiate legislative proposals. 
Government Departments 
The Government Departments are responsible to implement laws and policies and provide direct services to the public. 
..、. . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 、 、 ， . . . . . . - , 
Future Development of Government 
The governance system of HKSAR are prescribed by the Basic Law. the constitution of HKSAR. There will be no 
major changes in the operation of the govemment(*), though modifications are allowed to suit the changing needs 
ofthe society and to improve the efficiency of governance. 
(*) Since the political system is confined by the Basic Law, and it is not likely 
to be changed 
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4.3.5 Operation of Government 





• . ''••'•A--.... . 
Execution of Policy 
Public 
We see that the governance system of the Government Is a mono-directional and a 
top-to-bottom one. 
In recent year, there has been certain changes in such kind of governance system and 
It is further discussed in section 5.2.1. 
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4.4 Users Analysis 
4.4.1 Users Profile 
參 Government Officials 
The main users for the new Government Headquarters are the Government Offi-
cials. There are the high ranking Government Officials like the Chief Executive, 
Members of the Executive Council, Chief Secretary, Financial Secretary, Secre-
tary of Justice and the Secretariats of different Bureaus. 
There are also the supportive staff for these Officials. 
Chief Executive 
• Other Users 
There are press and general public that may visit the Government Headquarters. 
They can be classified by their purposes. 
Hong Kong is an international city. Every decision made by the Government is a 
point of interest worldwide. Thus local and foreign media visit the Government 
Headquarters very often for updated Government policies and news. The forms of 
media are newspapers, televisions, radios, magazines and foreign news agen-
cies. 
The genera丨 public includes the passers-by or those who work nearby, and the 
people who visit the Government Headquarters with purpose, for example, partid-
pate in gathering, petition or appointment with the Government bodies, etc. 
pcdjlic having a petition 
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4.4.2 Schedule of Activities 
丁he activities happened In the new Government Headquarters are summarized below. 
Government Officials 
1. Daily administration works 
• individual office work 
• regular sessions 
• regular meetings(Executive Council and etc.) 
會 panel and committee meetings 
2. Informal gathering 
• circulation 
• non-office hour gathering 
daily adminidstration works 
Between Public and Government 
1. Interaction between citizens and government officials 
• formal meeting 
• consultation 
2. Press Release 
• government officials meeting the press 
press release 
Public Activi t ies 
1. Public gathering 
• demonstration 
• petition 
• political activities 
2. Leisure 
• passer-by 
• short stay 
pelition 
• Phase 4 the capitalist style 1970--around 1998 
In the 70s and 80s, the economy had greatly developed. Hong Kong became one 
of the financial and business center in the world. At the same, due to the rapid 
development, usable 丨and became insufficient. The government buildings in this 
period showed a capitalistic approach: high-rise and curtain walling, very similar to 
. • . . . : . . : . - • .、： ； . . . . . 
the commercial buildings. 
Typical Examples are the Queensway Government Offices and the Harbor Gov-
ernment Offices in Sheung Wan. 
During the 90s, some Government buildings were upgraded internally to cope with 
the advancement of technology (especially information technology) and the expan-
sion of the sizes of staff. A more open image rather than the old and closed image 
of the Government Departments were adapted. 
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4.5 ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN ANALYSIS 
4.5.1 Architectural Language 
The development of public administrative buildings in Hong Kong can be identified 
into 4 phases in the past. 
• Phase 1. pre-colonial period 1841 and before 
Before the British took over the territory in 1841 ’ Hong Kong was under the sover-
eignty of Po On. GuangDong Province. There was no distinct building style for the 
government buildings. 
• Phase 2. coloniar style 1881 ~ around1950 
In the early colonial period, most public buildings raised borrowed the western 
orders and forms - regular Doric Columns, pediments above the entrance and 
domes, etc. Elements like pitch roof and verandah were introduced to adapt to the 
climate of Hong Kong. Such building style was to reflect the authority of the colo-
nial government. 
Typical Examples which still exist today are the Flagstaff House, the Legislative 
Council Building -
• Phase 3. the modem style 1950〜around 1970 
During the 50s. the population of Hong Kong increased drastically. The size of the 
government had to expand also. As the economy had not yet developed, the gov-
eminent stressed very much on the functional and economical efficiency. Thus 
modem style design was generally adapted to the government buildings - grid sys-
tem, standardize elements, minimum architectural features and cool color 
Typical Examples are the Central Government Offices In Central’ Murray Building 
Legislative Council Building. 
躲 I T ® 
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Before the existing Government Headquarters at Lower Albert Road in Central was 
built in the 50s, the site had b e d occupied by the former Government Headquar-
ters smce the 19 century. 
The existing building is studied below. 
• Scattered Governmental Bodies 
Due to the limited space and the expansion of the sizes of the Government over 
these years, the existing Government Headquarters cannot accommodate all the 
offices of the highest-ranking Government Officials and the policy-making Bureaus. 
Some of the Bureaus, namely the Information Technology Bureau, Health & Wei-
fare Bureau, Works Bureau are now segregated at Murray Building which locates 
opposite to the Government Headquarters across Garden Road. 
• Functional Requirement 
The structure and the operation system of the Government has changed drasti-
cally. In modem sense’ work efficiency, flexibility and public accountability are 
among the most important issues of the Government. 
• Spatial Requirement 
, . . . •••；•• "‘ ‘ • . . 
The size of the Government had expanded considerably over the years. The office 
‘ . • ：•  • , ：• • • . ‘-
space provided is not sufficient for further expansion of the Government. 
typical building plan 
• Technology 
The facilities are not updated and they do not integrate with the building well. 
••>«.» I istMCS 
of existing Government Secretariat • 
4.5.2 Building Condition 
Executive Council 
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• Work Environment 
The existing building plan is a linear design with separated office spaces. This 
discourages the corporation between departments and the interaction between 
the officials. 
• Press 
The Press act as an important role in the communication between the public and 
the Government 
The original design of the Government Headquarters did not consider much about 
the space for the press. We see that sometimes when the Chief Executive meet 
the press after meeting the Executive Council, all the press are crowded at the little 
space in front of the staircase and it is not an appropriate arrangement. 
• Image 
The existing Government Headquarters is a typical building with modern style. It 
reflects that functional and economical efficiency were of great concern of the 
Government during that period of time. 
Hong Kong Government has always been praised by its efficiency, adaptability, 
flexibility, diligence and cleanness. As time has changed, the ideology of Govern-
ment has also changed. Openness and public accountability are of great impor-
tance as well. 
• Energy Efficiency 
The Chief Executive stated in his Policy Address 98/99 that, “All new Government 
Buildings will be designed for high energy efficiency.，，(*) 
The Government Headquarters is an important public building. It can act as a 
leading role in the field to demonstrate the concern to the environment. 
In Hong Kong, private sectors pay little attention in designing environmental con-
cerned buildings. ！n fact, energy consumption takes up most of the operating cost 
in a building. Adapting more energy efficient design can greatly reduce the operat-
ing cost and contribute positively to our natural resource. 
O Article 145, 98/99 Policy Address. 
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4.5.3 Site Planning Condition 
• Public Consideration 
Petition and demonstration are getting more and more frequent now at 
the existing Government Headquarters. The original design of the Government 
Headquarters did not consider such incidents and they simply took place at the 
central parking area. 
There are also public stay in the open space around the Government Headquar-
ters for leisure. Proper space for such kind of activities are lacking. 
• Linkage 
Central is the political center in Hong Kong. The existing Government Headquar-
ters. the Legislative Council Building, the Court for Final Appeal, the Supreme Court 
and Murray Building all locates in the area. However, there is a lack of integration 
between these buildings. 
• Contextual Respond 
There are some important buildings located around the existing Government Head-
quarters. 
The St John Cathedral, the Court of Final Appeal, and even the Hong Kong Bank. 
We see that there is hardly any dialogue between the Government Headquarters 
and these prestige buildings. 
carpark occupied most open space 
urban linkage 
SL John Cathedral 
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4.6 Site Analysis 
4.6.1 Site Selection Criteria 
The selection of site is based on the following criteria: 
• “ •；‘ 
. . . . . . . . . ' . . ‘ • . - “ . . . 
• Location 
Appropriateness is a prime consideration for the site of the new Government Head-
quarters. As an important public building representing the Government of HKSAR, 
it should be in a prominent location in the city. 
• Ease of development 
The site should not involve heavy site works and preparation works. There should 
not be great constraints in development 
• Linkage lo oiher Government buildings 
The site should have a close linkage to the other government buildings in Central. 
• Accessibility 
_The vehicular access of the Government Headquarters should avoid the heavy 
traffic route. Traffic congestion should not happen at the access of the building. 
The pedestrian access should be of appropriate distance. It does not need to be 
closed to the traffic spots, but should not be too remote. 
...-.v''：. .. ..•.,..:.」..V； ；. ；- •：'-•;.•./-•••"；•.-• .." . • • ‘ •  '•：.•'：••'•：."••..；. 
• Environment 
Nice environment helps to add prestige to the new Government Headquarters. Space 
for greenery and open space is essential to the building. The environment should 
also be able to contribute to the energy efficient design of the building. 
••• . ..... . .、.： . ...，......：....：..，、..： • SL • : . . - , . . . : . 
.••'•'•：•'••：!•；：-•'•'：• ： ： ： . . 厂 ; '；'：•：•.•• :.、:、:：：-: , ... ••‘ .. 
r.；, : . 、 : 、 : 』 . : : : . , . ， . . . . . 
• Context 
The context of the site may contribute a positive meaning in the building design. 
new recJamation area at Tamar 
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4.6.2 Proposed Sites 
Central has long been the political center of Hong Kong. Most important govern-
ment buildings are located in the district. Thus a site located in Central is a prime 
concern. , 
Central has been highly developed. Not many lands are available for the develop-
ment of the new Government Headquarters. 2 sites are proposed for consider-
ation. 
• Option 1 
Redevelop the new Government Headquarters Building at the existing Gov-
ernment Headquarters at Lower Albert Road, Central. 
The site is located on a small hill right next to Queens Road Central. Though It is 
closed 
. . -
the busy district of Central, its topographical location creates a different environ-
ment. 
There are plenty of natural vegetation around the site. Vehicular access is located 
at 
LowerAlbert Road. 
• Option 2 
Develop a new Government Headquarters at the new reclamation land at 
Tamar, Central. 
The site is located on a large piece of flat land by recent reclamation. It faces the 
harbor, which is an excellent view. There is not much existing context since it is a 
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4.6.3 Proposed Sites Analysis 
• analysis of site selection criteria 
Existing Site at Lower Albei 
Road, Central. 
INew Reclamation Site at TamarJ 
Central. 
Location Very Good 
on a small hill being closed to the 
center of Centra丨 but not affectec 
by the crowding and the nuisance 
Good 1 
‘facing the nice harbor but the site 
i is a little bit far away from the 
center of Central 
Ease of development Good 
the hilly site may require some 
more site works 
Very Good 
’the flatness of 丨and requires 
minimum site works 




very close to these buildings with 
convenient access 
Good I 
a little bit far away from these 
buildings 
Accessibility 
-"‘ . , 
Very Good 
vehicular access at Lower Albert 
Road avoid traffic congestion 
pedestrian access very close to 
traffic nodes such as MTR and 
bus stops downhill 
Good 
vehicular access connected to 
Harcourt Road may have some 
problem in traffic congestion . 




^ery Good ( 









/ery Good \ 
ich context, like St John fc 





• Analysis of survey 
According to the results of surveys shown in appendix b.2 and b.3, the public do not 
particularly favor in either of the site. 
According to the above analysis and my personal view (*), the existing site of the Gov-
ernment Headquarters at Lower Albert Road is selected as the site for the new HKSAR 
Government Headquarters. 
n I would consider the existing site as a more challenging site in terms of 
context, urban respond and historical background. 
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4.6.4 Further Study of the Selected Site 
Development Potential of Site 
Site Area 
Plot Ratio 







C Old government building 
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• History of Site ' 〜 
The site has been occupied by the Government ever since the British took over the 
sovereignty of Hong Kong. It wasl^ i led the Government Hill in the 1 C e n t u r y . 
This Central Government Precinct has been relatively isolated from the rapid de-
velopment of the Central District. The existing Government Secretariat was built in 
1955 after the demolition ofthe former Central Government Office. 
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5. DESIGN OPPORTUNITIES 
5.1 Summary of Design Opportunities 
design aspect design criteria and potential 
client maximum development potential 
flexibility in office space 
cost efficiency 
energy efficiency 
an open and public accountable image 
HKSAR Government an image expressing the ideology of HKSAR Government 
-"one country, two systems" and high autonomy 
development and progress 
work efficiency 
Users work environment 
sense of belonging 
work efficiency 
easy access 
Architectural Design symbolic expression of the HKSAR Government 
architectural language - transparency 
spatial relationship and arrangement 
ambience and environment 
； . 1 communication between public and government 
. ' . ‘ , . . . • 
• < dialogue with neighborhood buildings 
Site ( jrban strategy 
“ . . . , • . . . -
( contribution to city fabric 
— — ： 
if) k&mm 
incresing public accountability of the Government 
I believe in democracy, I appreciate very much the Greek model in the way it allows 
the general public to have a fair chance to participate in the decision-making pro-
cess. Such kind of communication is the key to formulate a comprehensive devel-
opment of a society and to achieve a stable society for such development. 
5.2.1 Communication between the Public and the Government 
In the evolution of the political development in Hong Kong over the past one and a 
half-century. I would summarize that, the communication between the Govern-
ment and the general public in the decision process, in the way showing below. 
Flow Chart Of Government's Funcdoning Duration Object。f C o m m u n i c a t i o n 
Citizens 
Policy Execution 80s and before Home Affairs Departments and others 
I 
Government Policy Execution 
Bodies 
1 
Legislation of Draft Policy 
Legislative Council 
90s Legislative Councilors 
Draft Policy 
Government Headquarters 
Policy Formulation n e a r future 
end of 90s Government Officials 
Decision-Making Government 
Officials 
From the above diagram, there is an evolution of the public ‘ s attitude. They had 
changed from a passive role, which raised comments and discontent after the 
policies had been executed; to a rather active role, who expressed in a more direct 
way to the Officials in the policies drafting stage. And it is foreseeable that the 
citizens would like to involve in the more preliminary stage - the decision-making 
stage. 
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My Notion on the HKSAR Government 
communication during the June Fourth Inadent 
，丨：；椒 
a Government responsibtle the citizens 
• Past situation 
In the past(or say before the discussion between the British and Chinese Govern-
ments at the beginning of the 80s regarding the future of Hong Kong after 1997), 
the people of Hong Kong were indifferent to the political development. They were 
also not care about their rights as the citizens of Hong Kong. The reasons were: 
1. The society was developing during the years. The greatest concern for the 
public was to earn for a living only. The society was relatively stable. 
2. The education level of the public was generally low. They did not have to 
knowledge to discuss with the government officials, who were the most knowl-
edgeable ones in the society. 
3. There was very little opportunity for the public to express opinion to the gov-
ernment. 
“...whether this is a means for the agreement from the general to 
the Government J Is decisions, or the agreement form the Govern-
ment to make decisions according to the general w l " ? " 
A.D. Lindsay, "The Essentials of Democracy,pp.31 
• recent situation 
In fact, the society is developing towards multi-disciplinary and specialization. The 
general public is capable to contribute their comments to the Government. And 
also the citizens have the entitlement, as well as responsibility to participate in 
such kind of activities, and it is also the responsibility of the Government to take into 
account the general will. 
During the recent decades, the people of Hong Kong participated actively in the 
political development. They are willing to express their opinion openly. Petition and 
protest are common sight now. The reasons are: 
1 - The people are well educated and are eager to participate in the dedsion-
making process of the government. 
2. The society gets more and more complex and the government maybe not 
be able to consider the interest of different walks of lives 
3. The introduction of democracy and citizen ‘ s right encourages the public to 
express their comment and idea. 
The government ；丨 s vision on the public had also been changed. According to the 
Chief Executive, one of the most important goals of the government is to be ac-
countable to the publico. 
A positive relationship between the public and the government 
1. Stability the society 
2. Quality of Policy-making 
n Hong Kong Year Book 1997, pp.16. 
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5.2.2 Government as an Organic Institution 
. . 一 . . . . . . : . . 
There is a very interesting point raised by the Anarchists. They criticized 
that a Government limited the officials to bunch of political and bureaucratic pro-
cedures, and that they were forced to work and to think inhumanely. 
I agree very much on this point, and that why I think the Government should be an 
organic institution rather than a "machine" simply carrying out routines and politi-
ca丨 procedures. An analogue of such Government is the human head, which has 
the ability to think, to see, to listen and to speak and to express facially. 
The increasing complexity of the society has resulted in many various interests 
groups. There are conditions that the interests of certain groups oppose each 
other. Thus it is essential for the Government to look at the situation, listen to the 
ideas and comments from different groups, discuss with them and to think for a 
solution that can balance the interests. 
5.3 My App roach 
In this thesis project, I am not going to propose an "Ideal Government", not only I 
am not knowledgeable enough to do so, but also there are still dispute on this issue 
among the historians, scholars and fellow specialists worldwide. 
What I would do is to look at the existing situation of the HKSAR Government, 
finding out the problems (if there is any) and based on such ground, to introduce 
some of my ideals in the proposal of a Government with evolution (not revolution), 
and express these by means of architectural articulation. 
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6. F U T U R E S T A G E 
6.1 Miss ion Sta tement 
. . . . . . • ' • ‘ 
There had been drastic changes in Hong Kong. The era had changed. The society 
had changed. The government had changed. Hong Kong has become a Special 
Administrative Region of Ghina. What are the needs of the Government now? What 
do we need from the Government now? 
The mission statement of the project is: 
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1- To f u l f i l l the growing functional and administrative needs of the 
government of HKSAR, in terms of updated facilities and appro-
priate spatial arrangement and design, in order to enhance the 
efficiency and quality of works. 
2. To enhance the communication between the HKSAR Government 
and the general public so as to build a highly public recognizable 
and public accountable Government. 
.... ‘ 
. •‘ 广.•. / 
3. To foster a positive image to the public and a positive contribu-
tion to the environment. 
Points of interest along the access, 
e.g., panels, exhibits 
escalator Ramp or gentle steps 
PR.3 The site should be easily recognizable and self-informing. 
Concepts 
0 
signs flags Information panels 
PR.4 The site should be easily accessible by the handicapped and 
Concepts 
Hints of building 
those with minor mobility. 
ramp elevator Parking space for handicapped 
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6.2 Design Issues, Goals, Performance Requirement, and Concepts 
6.2.1 Site Planning Level 
• Design Issue: Accessibility 
Goal: It should be extremely convenient, easy and welcoming to reach the site directly. 
PR 1. There should be a well-connected transportation access. 
Concepts 
Connection to main vehicular network 
- O � 
connection to public transportation 
PR2. The pedestrian access to the hilly site should be comfortable, direct and easy. 
Concepts 
Information/inquiry center toilets Souvenir/gift shop Nice cafe 
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Design Issue: Social and Political Interaction 
Goal: There should b | a comfortable, welcoming space for people to meet, to gather and to enjoy. 
-：• •••.•：.•.•.•： ‘. . . 
PR.1 The site should be a focal point in the area to attract people to come. 二 
Concept 
Rich greenery Fountain Comfortable sitting 
X 
PR.2 the settings should encourage communication between people. 
Concept \ 
Open plaza 
to let people 
to gather 
Panels, information display to attract discussions Sitting space 













O D B o n 
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• Design Issue: Site Context Respond 
. •‘ . . . . 
Goal: The settings of the site should enhance the existing site context and respectful buildings and 
should be has positive contribution to the surrounding area. 
PR.1 The existence of the St. John Cathedral and the Court fo「Final Appeal should be enhanced. 
Concept 
m A 
buffer zone between buildings distinct visual connection at distance Minimum vehicular traffic 
near the buildings 
PR.2 There should be comfortable space to alleviate the crowding and restless Central. 
Concept 
Vegetation to shield away the busy streets open space with rich greenery 
PR.3 The site should be a good intermediate space for circulation. 
Concept 
‘ - • ：- • . 
& 
maximum setback of building 
from the giant towers 
\ J 0 
Shortcut to other nearby buildings Space to rest for passers-by 
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6.2.2 Building Level 
• Design Issue: Accessibility 
PR.1 Access for public should be easily identified and welcoming. 
Concepts 
/ i / / 
Front glazed doors and panels Badge and signage Visual linkage to accesses point of the site 
PR.2 Alternate access for high ranking government officials and guests should be direct, 




Underground car park minimum traffic route to car park car park with private access to 
building 
• Design Issue: Security 
.... - . : . . . 、 - . . ..• <•••-'.> .>.1' '.； , v . 々 - . . . ' .• . •..’.： '：：•,：.：• 
Goal: The building should provide adequate security measures for the remarkable government 
officials and guests, and their usable area. 
'- - ‘ ‘ .… 
PR.1 Access to the private space for the government officials and guests should be highly 








Accessibility Vs hierarchy 
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• Design Issue: Work Efficiency 
- . . 、 . . . . . . . 
Goal: It should provide a workspace to maximize the work efficiency and work potential of the 
users. “ ‘ . 
.. , • . -
•-.'.—— -：.； ..  . .. 






Computer networking Circulation Spine easy & direct paths 
PR.2 There should be self-sustainable facilities in each workstations. 
Concepts 
. - A 
\ 
Adequate lighting and air flow nice view 
a1 0 
computer networking adequate privacy 




pantry Outdoor relaxation space Indoor greenery 
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• Design Issue: Public/Government Interface 
. ..... 
Goal: The settings should encourage active participation of the public to communicate with the 
government 
… - ‘ , . . 
PR.1 There should provide space for press release and interviews. 
Concepts 
Meeting at the backyard Adequate press release room 
PR.2 There should provide space and facilities for public to express their opinion and comment 
to the government 
Concepts 
IIM 
Public forum Meeting room 
PR.3 There should provide space for celebration and gathering. 
Concepts: 
Large open space Large indoor space 
A v 
passive sun shading device automatic controlled building services device 
• Design Issue: Identity 
Goal: The building should be able to express itself as an Important civic building. 
PR1. The building should be seff-informing as a Government Headquarters. 
Concepts 
. . . . . . v . . • 
flags and badges panels showing governments news and notices 
• Design Issue: Environmental Friendly f 
•：> ‘ - "‘ . . ..： 
Goal: The new design should have a positive contribution to the environment. 
PR1. The interruption to the existing environment should be kept minimum. 
Concepts 
Minimize the cutting of existing trees minimum site alternation 
PR2. Environmental friendly design should be adapted. 
Concepts 
- J C = J C = 3 C 
r 1 
individual air-conditioning 
rather than central air-conditioning 
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1 f 
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6.3 Schedule of Accommodation 
. . . . . . . 
It is a preliminary schedule of accommodation demonstrating the proposed spaces in the new 
Government Headquarters. It is to house all the highest ranking decision-making Government 
Officials under one roof. (*) 
Administrative and Working Space 
A-1 Executive Council 
Conference Rooms 
Meeting Rooms 
Office of Executive Councilors 
Administration Office 
Sub-total 
A.2 Legislative Councilors 
Offices of Legislative Councilors 
General Office 
Sub-total 
A.3 Government Secretariats 
A.3.1 Chief Executive 





丸3.2 Chief Secretary 
Office of Chief Secretary 
General Office 
Sub-total 
A.3.3 Financial Secretary 
Office of Financial Secretary 
General Office 
Sub-total 
A.3.4 Secretary of Justice 
Office of Secretary of Justice 
General Office 
Sub-total 
A-3.5 Under Chief Executive 
Central Policy Unit 
Office of Head of Central Policy Unit 
General Office 
Information Coordinator 
Office of ！nfomnation Coordinator 
General Office 
Press Conference Room 
Press Library 
Oversea Public Relation Division 

































Reference is made to the programme prepared by the Government Property 
Agency for the New Government Headquarters at TamarArea. 
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A.3.6 Under Chief Secretary 
Efficiency Unit 
Office of Head of Efficiency Unit 
General Office ‘ 
Administration Wing 
Office of Director of Administration Wing 
General Office 
Education & Manpower Bureau 
Office of Secretary for Education and Manpower . 
General Office 
Constitutional Affairs Bureau 
Office of Secretary for Constitutional Affairs 
General Office 
CM! Services Bureau 
Office of Secretary for Civil Services 
General Office 
Home Affairs Bureau 
Office of Secretary for Home Affairs 
General Office 
Planning, Environment & Lands Bureau 
Office of Secretary for Planning, Environment and Lands 
General Office 
Housing Bureau 
Office of Secretary for Housing 
General Office 
Information Technology & Broadcasting Bureau 
Office of Secretary for Information Technology and Broadcasting 
General Office 
Security Bureau 
Office of Secretary for Security 
General Office . 
Health & Welfare Bureau 
Office of Secretary for Health & Welfare 
General Office 
Transport Bureau 
Office of Secretary for Transport 
General Office 
Sub-total 
A.3.7 Under Financial Secretary 
Hong Kong Monetary Authority 
Office of Chief Executive of HKMA 
General Office 
Works Bureau 
Office of Secretary for Works 
General Office ‘ 
Economic Services Bureau 
Office of Secretary for Economic Services 
•General Office 
Finance Bureau 
Office of Secretary for the Treasury 
General Office 
Financial Services Bureau 
Office of Secretary for Financial Services 
General Office 
Trade & Industry Bureau 
Office of Secretary for Trade & Industry 
General Office 
Business & Services Promotion Unit 
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Audit Department . 
A.4.2 Manpower 
Public Services Commission 
Standing Committee on Civil Sen/ants Salaries & Conditions of Services 
Civil Services Training 
A.5 Public Relations 
A.5.1 Umeico Office 
A.5.2 Ombudsman Service 
A.5.3 Information Services Department 
















B.1 Entrance Foyer 
B.2 Auditoriurr) 
B.3 Exhibition Halt 
B.4 Open Plaza 





20% Service Allowance 




GRAND TOTAL 110825sq. 
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6.4 Estimated Building Cost 
HK$/ra^ 
nTT^PRTPXTOM 
BUILDING SERVICES TOTAL 
DOMESTIC 
Low cost housing, high rise 4 ,915 - 5,265 
Average standard apartments, high rise 9,200 - 9,700 
Luxury apartments, high rise 9，500 - 12,240 
Terraced houses 9,040 - 10,480 
Individual prestige houses 12,820 up 
785 - M35 
1.800 - 2,300 
2,000 - 2,760 
1,460 • 2,020 
1,680 - 2,560 
5,700 - 6.400 
11,000 - 12,000 
11,500 - 15,000 
10,500 - 12,500 
14,500 up 
^ ^ ^ i M ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ i i S M • ^ 8,825 - 9,600 
Prestige oftices, high rise . ^ • 12,050 up 
Shopping Centres 8,700 - 11,590 
2,725 - 3,900 
3,450 - 4,740 
2,850 - 3,910 
up 
11,550 - 15,500 
INDUSTRIAL 
Light duty flatted factories, 7.5 kpa (150 lb.) loading 5,060 - 5,140 
Heavy duty flatted factories and warehouses, 15 kpa 
(300 lb.) loading � 5,660 - 6,410 
Owner operated factories, low rise 6,640 - 7,490 
•• ；' 
1,440 - 1,860 
1,440 - 2,090 
1,860 - 3,010 
6.500 - 7,000 
7,100 - 8,500 
8,500 - 10,500 
HOTELS 
3-star budget hotels inclusive of F.R & E. 10,580 - 12,470 
5-star luxury hotels, ditto 16,030 up 
3,420 • 4,030 
3,470 - 4，700 
• • ... •> •, - • ； . • •• . • • 
14,000 - 16,500 
19,500 up 
OTHERS 
Carparks, above ground 3,890 - 4,020 
Primary and Secondary Schools 5,470 - 6,050 
Student hostels 6,750 - 8,300 
Sports Clubs inclusive of RE & E. : : 10,310 -14,650 
• • 
910 - 1,480 
1,030 - .1 ,450 
1,650 - 2,200 
3,190 ; 3,850 
4,800 - 5,500 
6.500 - 7.500 
8,400 - 10,500 
13^00 - 18,500 
conatruction cost of Hong Kong, 4th Quarter 1997. (*) , • .. . • • . . 
.：••. .‘. , ..V ,•-••.• .'-’：——-.. ‘ - . . . ' • . • - •‘ • • .+ • 
. . ： ::•〜、...、. . . • ： V： • 
The quality of the new Government Headquarters fails in the catergory of 
"OFFICE/COMMERCIAL, average standard offices, high rise".(， 
The construction cost for the new Government Headquarters is: 
Total Floor Area (sq.m.) x Construction Cost per meter ($/sq.m.) 
= 1 1 0 8 2 5 x 1 3 0 0 0 
= H K $ 1 4 b i l l i o n 
(*) Reference was made to the estimation by Davis, Langdon & Seah Int. Ltd. 
{**) f^eference was made to the estimated budget to the new Government 
Headquarters at Tamar. 
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7. Append ix 
a. Details of Interviews 
a.1 Details of Interview with Ms. Christine Loh, Citizens Party, Legislative Councilor. 16.10.98 
1. What kind of government is the best for Hong Kong? 
There Is not a definite answer for this question, because the society keeps changing. 
In fact, what is more important is that, the process the government would develop rather than the final state. 
Every step in the evolution affects very much on the result. 
But surely, the government should be more democratic, more transparent, and there should introduce an 
institution on the monitoring the responsibility of the government. 
Also the relationship between the institution and constitution should be changed. 
2. What do you think of "crass department/cross discipline decision-making ‘ in the government? 
The existing system of the government is that, every discipline of the government is only responsible for the 
work in its own area. However, the situation is always not that simple. For example, the Bird 's Flu Aviary 
reflected that the corporation between the government departments and bureaus are extremely poor. 
. . . . . . ' -• ' . • '... 
"Cross department/cross discipline decision-making" aims at strengthening the corporation between the 
departments and bureaus of the government. 
3. , How can the government make better decision? 
As I mentioned before, cross department/ cross discipline decision-making" would be positive in this sense. 
To take public opinion into account is another key point. There are hundreds of consultant boards for the 
‘ . ‘ • ‘ • ‘ . 
government. However, the members are confined to a small group of people who are believable by the 
government. Why? It is because the government always has the idea in itself, while the consultant boards 
are simply a window-dressing arrangement It should change the consultation system to allow more real 
public opinion. 
More promotion to encourage the public to express their opinion is important t o o . 、 . , , : . : 
4. What is ''public/private sector partnership " as mentioned in your "alternative policy address 98/99 ‘ ？ 
It is a knowledge-based society. People getting high education are very common. Their opinion is very useful 
and helpful for the government to make better decision. It is proposed that the government should let public 
from different discipline to participate in the decision-making process. 
There involves a change in the tradition of the government officials. In the past, they were the best-educated 
people in the territory. The public did not have enough knowledge to make comment on the policy made by 
the government Nowadays, there are many professionals in various discipline, and are capable in taking part in 
the decision -making process. 
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5. How do you think of the relationship between the public and the government? 
Similar to those mentioned before, the public should express their opinion more actively. The government 
should take a sincere manner to collect public opinion. For example, to organize public forum in the district 
levels，so that the opinion from the very base level of the society may be heard. 
6. The building design in Hong Kong is not very much concern about the environment How do you think 
of this issue? 
I think the government should take a leading role in this sense. For example, the new government buildings 
should consider environment-friendly design in a higher design priority. The Chief Executive had addressed 
this issue in his new policy address and 丨 think it certainly has a positive effect. 
The existing building codes restrict very much on building design, which reduces the potential in environment-
friendly design on buildings. We are looking at the building codes and see if there Is any possible change in order 
to allow more opportunity in such design. 
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a.2 Interview with Mr. Alan Wong, Architect, Government Property Agency 
•11.98 
7 . Do you have any information regarding the proposed HKSAR Government Headquarters at Tamar? 
In facj the project is in its very preliminary stage. Most of the details had yet been outlined. 
2. Do you have any idea how would it be developed? 
By now ！ d o n ' t have any idea. It is a process which involves the discussion of high-ranking officials like Ms. 
Anson Chan and fellow officials. It might be something confidential and is not likely to be disclosed at this 
moment. 
3. What is the role of Government Property Agency in this project? 
Our responsibility is property management for the Government buildings. For the new development of the 
Government buildings, we will participate in the project management together with the Architectural Services 
Department. Now there is a project team in ASD which is responsible for the new Government Headquarters. 
• 
4 • Can you say a few words in the development of the Government Buildings over 
the past years? 
• � • >-•- -
There have been steady development and improvement in the Government buildings. 
As you know, the building cost comes from the taxpayers. So buildings with efficiency is very important. We 
have great improvement in this sense. The new Government Offices in North Point is a good example. In 
recent years, we have done a lot on our public image. You see the new government offices are open and 
transparent - i t ' s more public welcoming. 
5, What are the main design consideration for a Government building? 
As I mentioned before, efficiency is our prime consideration. This includes to maximize the development 
potential (i.e. the plot ratio) of the site. Flexibility is another important issue, since the structure and size of the 
government are ever changing. We have to consider how the building services systems go, how the Internal 
partition organize, etc. Open plan and raised floor system are adapted. 
Cost efficiency is important too. We have a strike a balance between the quality of design and the construc-
tion cost. We select material carefully. We review building proposal carefully to avoid overdesign. 
Environmental protection design is another important issue, not only for reduction of operating cost of the 
buildings but also for the benefit of our physical environment. 
We pay great attention in the image of the Government buildings, as 丨 mentioned before. A more open and 
transparent image is established for the new offices. In some of the new Government Offices like the Cheung 
Sha Wan Government Offices and Sha Tin Government Offices, which are under construction, you will see 
how they integrate the above design ideas. 
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a.3 Details of Interview wi th Mr. C. P. Chow, Project Manager of the Proposed New Government 
Headquarters, Architectural Services Department 12.11.98 
‘ . 。、 
1. How would you think of my proposed site to be at the existing one at Lower Albert Road? 
As you may already know, there will be an worldwide open competition for the new HKSAR Government 
Headquarters at Tamar area in the middle of next year. To me, your thesis project does not necessary follow 
the real case. Rather, I would consider your selection a challenging site with the rich context and historical 
background. 
2. One of my main idea of the new HKSAR Government Headquarters is to house all the policy-making 
Officials and Bureaus under one roof. What is your comment on this issue? 
In the new Government Headquarters at Tamar, the schedule of Accommodation is roughly the same as your 
proposal. I think it is a reasonable arrangement. 
3. Do you think the site is practically sound for a redevelopment of the new Government Headquarters? 
The new site at Tamar has a site area of about 2.5Ha. The plot ratio is about 9 or 10 I am not quite sure....you 
can check it out then. 、 
We had carried out a study regarding the redevelopment potential of the existing Government Secretariats. 
The site area, including that of Murray Building, is about 2.43 Ha. It is quite ok to redevelop the Government 
Headquarters in term of site area. • 
4- Since my approach of the project would be a rather realistic one, in order to be more convincing, may 
I ask for some reference materials like the proposed Schedule of Accommodation, and the design 
guidelines of the Tamar project, if there is any? 
Actually we have such kind of information in hand. However, as you know, such information belongs to the 
client, in this case, the Government Property Agency. We as the architect, is not entitled to disclose the 
information without the consent from the client. 
So I would suggest you to contact Mrs. Florence Tsang, the Chief Property Manager of GPA, and ask for the 
information from her directly. 
Or may be you can contact the Chief Executive Officer of the Administration Department, who Is considered 
to be the representative of the users, for information. 
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b. Survey of Publ ic Opin ion 
b.1 Method of Survey 
The objective of the survey is to investigate the pub l i c s vision on the new Government Headquarters. 
There were two different surveys based on two categories of people: 
1 ‘ the object is the randomly selected citizens on streets. It is in a simple Yes/No format and 40 samples 
were obtained. The details are shown in section b.2. 
2. the object is the randomly selected university students. It is in Question/Answer format and 10 samples 
were obtained. The details are shown in section b.3. 
b.2 Sample of Questionnaire 1 and Results 
Questionnaire on a New Government Headquarters 
Background 
Several months ago, the HKSAR Government proposed to build a new Government Headquarters at the new 
reclamation area near Tamar. to replace the existing Government Headquarters which now locates at the 
Central Government Offices, Central. This short questionnaire is to collect public idea on some issues 
regarding the new Government Headquarters. 
Do you know the Central Government Office is the Government Headquarters before? 
a. Yes b. No 
2. Do you think the Government Headquarters an appropriate place for public to express their 
idea? 
a. Strongly Agree b. Agree c.No Comment d.Disagree e.Strongly Disagree 
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3. Do you think the building can represent the Government of HKSAR? 
a. Strongly Agree b. Agree c.No Comment - d.Disagree e.Strongly Disagree 
4. Do you think that a new Government Headquarters should be built? 
a. Strongly Agree b. Agree c.No Comment d.Disagree e.Strongly Disagree 
5 • Do you think the Tamar area an appropriate site for the new Government Headquarters? 
a. Strongly Agree b. Agree c.No Comment d.Disagree e.Strongly Disagree 
6 • Do you prefer the new Government Headquarters to retain at its original location at Lower Albert Road? 
a. Strongly Agree b. Agree c.No Comment d.Disagree e.Strongly Disagree 
7. What is the most important design issue of the new Government Headquarters? 
(select priority) 
a. Image of Building 
1:::、b.. Communication between Public and Government 、 
c. Updated Facilities and Equipment 
d. Environmental Concern 
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b.3 Sample of Questionnaire 2 and Results 
Questionnaires on the Design of a New HKSAR Government Headquarters 
1 糊 a f qualify do you think a good government should have? (e.g. open, efficient：.etc.) 
responsible, having vision, reactive to crisis, righteous, development, willing to admit mistake … 
• . . . -•》'.:.•、 -‘ - . . . . . . 
2- Do you think the government of HKSAR has the aforesaid quality? What is lacking? 
Similar to those in question 1 
3. What is your comment on the relationship between the HKSAR Government and the public? 
Not good, need more communication 
Communication, TV promotion(commum'cation through the media), more activities 
5. What is/are the most important task/s of the HKSAR government? 
recover the economy, long term development strategy, and development of democracy 
6. Do you think the HKSAR government should be loyal to the Chinese Government or to the general public 
of Hong Kong? 
General public … 
1‘ ^hat is your comment on the government offices and buildings? 
Boring, monotonous, outdated, ugly... 
... ..'、:.. .. V'"'：;' .: “ . •；. . •, • ； _ .... , ‘“ ；' .-•:..:','、..， 
S. If a new Government Headquarters of HKSAR is to build, which location would you suggest? (e.g. the 
... -. ‘ • . 
existing site at Lower Albert Road, or at Tamar area, or at the new reclamation land at West Kowloon?) 
The site at Lower Albert Road scores a slightly higher vote than that of Tamar Few people chose the 
Kowloon site. 
Some suggest at the new reclamation land at Wanchai. etc. 
What quality do you think should the new Government Headquarters of HKSAR have? (e.g. represent the 
image of Hong Kong? easy access? public friendly and welcoming? hi-tech design ？ energy-efficient de 
sign? etc.) 
public friendly, welcoming’ warm’ energy-efficient design… 
xcxrr^,' 
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.2 Traffic heavy traffic 
• • • • • • medium traffic 
light traffic 
J化I 
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From Central MTR station and Star Ferry 
From Admiralty and Hong Kong Park 
From Sheung Wan and Mid-laveis 
•4 Pedestrian Circulation 
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A B C . 
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d. Occupants in the Exist ing Government Headquarters (*) 
[Main Wing East Wing West Wing 
13/F Central Policy Unit. Efficiency 1 Jnit 
12/F Chief Secretary Office. Financial 
Secretary Office. Civil Service | 
Bureau 
11/F I Civil Service Bureau 
10/F fCivil Service Bureau 
9/F Civil Service Bureau, Edu. 
Manpower Bur 
8/F Civil Service Bur. Edu & Manpower 
Bur, Administration Wing of CS 
Office 
7/F iDept of Justice, Edu 
Manpower Bur. , Protocol 
Division 
Civil Service Bur, Administration| 
Wing of CS, Central Dental Clinic. 
I Staff Canteen 
6/F Security Bureau Security Bur , Administration Wing of|Edu & Manpower Bur, Information! 
CS Office I Service Dept. 
5/F Chief Executive Office Chief Executive Office, Financral(Legislabve Councilor's Offices 
Bureau 
4/F [Finance Bureau Finance Bureau Legislative Coundlor's Offices 
3/F Constitutional Affairs Bureau Constitutional Affairs Bureau. Official|Legislative Councilor's Offices 
Language Division, EconomicI 
Services Bureau. Protocol Division 
2/F Economic Services Bureau Economic Services Bureau. Business Civil Service Bureau 
Service and Promotion Unit, Cfvil| 
Service Bureau 
1/F Executive Council Office Executive Council Office, Civil Civil Service Bureau, Accountingj 
Service Bur , Information Service Service Dept 
DepL , Administration Wing of Cs| 
Office 
G/F Services Area Services Area，3 Staff Associations { Central Treasury Sub-Office 
UG I Security Bureau Central Policy Unit 
(*) Information by the Information Coordinator, Central Government Offices. 
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e. Special Requi rement 
e.1 Government Space Requirement (*) 
A DIRECTORATE 
Officers on points D1-D2 of the Directorate pay scale 
Officers on points D3-D6 of the Directorate pay scale 
B. ADMINISTRATIVE 
Administrative Officers 
Senior Administrative Officers 
C. EXECUTIVE 
Executive Assistant 
Senior Executive Assistant 
Chief Executive Assistant 
Executive Officer II 
Executive Officer I 
Senior Executive Officer 、 
Chief Executive Officer 
D. CLERICAL AND ANCILLARY 
Office Assistant 
Clerical Assistant 
Clerical Officer II 
Clerical Officer I 
Senior Clerical Officer 
Confidential Assistant 



































from Government Property Agency 
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P. CLASSES COMMONLY POSTED TO DEPARTMENTS 
Statistical Officer/Senior Statistical Officer 
Statistician : 
Senior Statistician .、：,：： 
Supplies Assistant 
Supplies Supervisor II 
Supplies Supervisor I 
Senior Supplies Supervisor • • • • 
Assistant Supplies Officer 
Supplies Officer 
Senior Supplies Officer/CSO/PSO/Superintendent of Government Supplies 
Accounting Officer 11/Accounting Officer I 
Senior/\ccou门ting Officer/Treasury Accountant/ Senior 丁reasury/Vccountant 
Labourer 
Motor Driver/ Special Driver 
Assistant Information Officer II 
Information Officer/Assistant Information Officer I 
Senior Information Officer/Principal Information Officer/Chief Information Officer 
Calligraphist 
Chinese Language Officer I I/Chinese Language Officer I 
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e.2 General Design Specifications (*) 
I K T R O D U C T i n y 
... . : . . . . . • :. 
ARCHITECTtJRAr^ 
1) Design Crit^riri 
A) gjQiect RecQcrnition and Image 
B) Quality Level 
C) Efficiency Ratip 
,Efficiency ratio shall be expressed as a percentage 
• of Usable Floor Area/Gross Floor Area. Total 
Average efficiency for government use shall be not 
less than 75%. 
Efficiency : ^rf^h 
^ G.F.A 




G.F.A, shall be based on the 
down in the Building Ordinances and 
Calculation of the U.F 
definition stated below. 
shall be based on the 
：Definition of U.F.A. means any floor area other than 
building structure, staircases, staircase halls, 
lift landings, the area used in providing water 
closet fitments, urinals and lavatory basins and the 
lift hoistway and space occupied by machinery for 
any lift, air-conditioning system, or similar 
• service. 
•！ • -‘ 
m Floor to Floor Height 
Nominal floor to floor height shall be in the range 
of 3650mm to 3850mm to satisfy Clause 2) F), G) and 
H). It may be increased to suit special user re-
quirements such as raised floors in computer rooms, 
laboratories, etc. 
n From P & T Architects & Engineers, "Refurbishment of Central Government 
Offices, West Wing" 1991. 
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E) HQQ2： Height Bplnw suspended Ceiling 
, , . •；； . . . . 
Minimum clearance in general offices and public 
ar,as shall not be less than 2600mm (from top of 
•• liaised floor) except in dedicated computer rooms/ 
a p a s where 2400mm clear headroom (under ceiling and 
above raised floor) will be considered acceptable, 
F) Ceiling Vn;i.d 
Finished ceiling to underside of structure shall not 
be less than 500mm to ensure ceiling plenum space 
clearance is adequate to accommodate ductworks, 
pipes, sprinkler system, cable trays, etc. 
G) Raised Floor in general office shall have clearance 
of not less than 200mm. In dedicated computer 
rooms/areas where main frame computers are housed, 
the raised floor shall have a clearance of not less 
than 400mm. 
H) Hi-niinum Column t^ o Column Distance 
Commonly to suit planning grid of 1200mm and of 
cellular offices/work stations which is usually 
2400職 to 3000mm. Maximum column projection inside 
office space to be 300mm. 
I) Window to Core D印th 
. ,• •• ... -
Optimum depth shall range from 12ra to 14in within 
which shall be column free (measured from inside 
face of wall)• 
J) Window Module 
Windows mullions 
compatible with 
grid, which shall 




be at a module in line and 
anticipated ceiling/planning 
the multiple of 1200mm. 




public corridor width in office floor shall 
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^^infinum number of sanitary fittings to be oro— 
either 40% over the minimum numbe? of 
sanitary 』fitments required to serve the occupancy as 
prescribed in the Building (Standard of. SaniLry 
Fitments, Plumbing Drainage Works & Latrines) 
Regulations or the number of sanitary fitments as 
prescribed in the said Regulation required to serve 
1.4 times the occupancy whichever is lesser. 
N) Design for Disp^hlor^ 
T ” Building Ordinance Regulations for 
snail be complied with. disabled 
Population calculation shall be 1/9 square metres, 
U.F.A,- Split of staff by sex： 5 male to 7 female. 
Grouping of government branches and chief secretary. 
a) Separate access and a whole floor for both Bxco 
：Chamber and Councils office are required. 
(Chamber locations 
1/F or top floor?) 
convenient to Exco member, 
Q) Security 
,is• a requirement that the Government Sector be 
designed^ to physically separated from public access 
during holidays and at after office hours in the 
form of shutters or security locks. 
The Government Sector will be divided into self-
contained high security and low security zones. 
• . . . . • • .；；•.• .' ' • 
二 o f f i c e s to be classified as high security zone 
- Chief Secretary's Office 
一 F i n a n c i a l Secretary's Office 
- Security Branch 
- Political Adviser's Office 
- Constitutional Affairs Branch 
- Civil Coordination Centre 
- Councils Division (Exco Section) 
一 Special Duties Unit of Administration Wing, 
Chief Secretary's office 
Offices within high security zone shall either have 
separate access or internal lifts shall be provided 
within the high security zone for inter-office 
circulation. 
.- .......•…. 
Bullet proof glass shall be installed to government 
offices located within 15 metres of street level 
(Security Branch to advise.) ‘ 
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？ i n high security zone require independent 
， d uninterrupted power supply. All cabling and 
tanking require protection from public access. 
(Security Branch to advise.) 
‘ , 
Offices shall be separated from the lift lobby by 
iti^ a^ s of a lockable shutter for all floors. Exit 
staircase shall be planned within core for lobbv 
escape. 
2 ) S p e c i a l F a c i l i t i P . a 
A) I^oadina/口nloadina Facilities 
T 巧 e facilities shall be incorporated in basement. 
All turning radius, size of loading bay headroom 
requirement should be sufficient for goods vehicles, 
vans and lorries and comply with Highways Depart-
ment ' s standard. 
Minimum number of loading/unloading bay shall be 3 
for vans/lorries and minimum 5 for lorry parking 
shall be provided. 二 
B) Pantry Facilities 
One pantry facilities shall be 
floor and in podium for chauffeurs. 
Cupboards shall be provided in all 
units shall be in wet pantries. 
One telephone point shall also be 
pantry. 
provided on every 
pantries and sink 
included in every 
At least one 
outlets shall 
appliance in pantry 
15A and two 13A electrical socket 
be provided for operation of various 
C) Dining Hall and Restaurant Facilities 
The problem of garbage disposal, food delivery, fire 
egress and lift performance shall be taken into 
consideration in initial planning stage. it is 
envisaged that the restaurant will be located in the 
podium. 
EPD and Building Ordinances requirement on venti-
lation, drainage, garbage disposal, etc. must be 
strictly complied with. 
Provision of gas广 water, power supply and venti-
lation system shall be sufficient for the basic 
essential equipment such as fryer, steamer, grill 
and fridge； etc. to be fitted out later by users. 
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C e n t r a l M a i l Pnoj^^ 
Mail .room of size 100 sq.m. for receipt and dispatch 
？ f o r large scale multi-user offices shall be 
provided and must be situated in conveniently 
accessible location. ^ 
E) Refuse Collect:IQ^I Facilities 
了he relevant requirements stipulated In Building 
(Refuse Storage Chambers & Chutes) Regulations and 
Regulations issued by USD/EPD shall be complied 
with.: 
Storage chamber shall provide with low temperature 
cooling and large enough to accommodate refuse 
compaction system which shall be standard provision 
inside storage chamber. 
Storage chamber shall be located in an area near or 
along service route for access by refuse vehicles. 
Turning 、 radius, height restriction, and other 
planning restrictions of refuse collection vehicles 
used by USD shall be complied with. 
F) Shower Facilitipc； 
Shower facilities to be provided for various govern-
ment departments in executive toilets as shown in 
schedule of accommodation and normally in lieu of 
one w.c» cubicle per shower. Two showers shall be 
provided for chauffeurs to be near to the drivers 
r 产 room in Administration Wing, Chief Secretary's 
office and 2 (1 for male and 1 for female officers) 
in the News Division Information Services 
Department. 
- . • . ‘ . . 
G) S t r o n g Room F a c i l i t — 
» ..广. 
Strong room shall be provided in particular govern-
ment branches as shown in schedule of accommodation： 
Strong rooms shall be designed to accommodate 
compactus units, and to special loading requirement 
specified under •Structural, Section. 
No window shall be allowed in strong room. Door and 
frame shall weigh at least 100 to 200 kg. 24-hour 
air-conditioning is required. All departmental 
strong rooms requires minimum ISOnun thick reinforced 
concrete wall, floor and roof. 
H) Press Room Facilities 
Press room shall be adjacent to Exco Chamber. 
\ / D 
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) C i v i l n o — o r d l n ^ ^ h i o n C e n t r e 
^^  • - • 
Preferably located in basement without any window, 
itiis. is the only department within high security 
zone that requires no direct physical link with 
security branch. Power supply requirement and riser 
protection is same as high security zone. 
J) Central Executive Changing Arp?^ 
(GPA to advise) 
3 ) I n t e r n a l F i n i s h e s , B a s i c P r o v i s i o n s 
The following finishes is only an indication of the 
quality of material to be used in the Government 
Accommodation. Equivalent materials of similar quality 




Public Area/Foyt^r/Entrance Lobby 
Floor - 30mm thick Italian granite/marble slab 
Wall 20mm thick Italian granite/marble slab. 
Wet fixing of large panel is undesirable 












modular metal ceiling with sound 
Typical Lobby 
Same as above. 
Office 
Floor - Raised floor. 








Ceiling - Suspended modular metal ceiling with sound 
insulation. 
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Floor - R a i s e d floor. 
Wall 着 - E p o x y paint on gypsum plaster 











3 0mm thick Italian marble/ 
20min thick Italian marble/granite slab. 
Suspended modular non-reflective metal 
ceiling. 
Sanitary fittings should be white for easy replace-
ment except executive toilets and central executive 
changing room and comply with the relevant British 
Standards. 
Granite/marble vanity tops shall be provided to both 
male/ female lavatories. •‘ ‘ . . . 
- . ：• . . . . 
••‘ • -
Toilet accessories .shall include toilet paper 
holders,- coat hook behind cubicle doors, soap 
dispensers, hand-dryers (1 every 3 basin), stainless 
bins (L per cubicle in female toilets only). Paper 
towel dispensions/disposal units shall be provided 
in addition to hand-dryers in the toilets in the 
following locations. Hair dryer shall be provided 
in executive toilets with shower. (GPA to advise). 
, . : 、 . . . . ： ' . • ‘ ‘ 
. . ： . ； • • - • . /, • • ： • . . . . 
Locker provisions (GPA to advise). 
��- • . • , . . 
Toilet cubicles partitions shall be 40mm thick 
marble/granite slab. Cubicle doors shall be 
laminated plastic finish on teak frames. 
Adequate duct space and full height laminated 
plastic finished access doors shall be provided to 
facilitate servicing and repair of concealed 
pipeworks. 
F) Pantries 
•  ； 
. . . . 、 • .-；•；-: “ . . . . . 
Floor — Non—slipped ceramic tiles. 
Wall • - Ceramic tiles. 
• Ceiling - Suspended modular metal ceiling. 
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G ) C a i T P ^ r l ^ / L o a d i . n a / U n l Q a d i n C T A厂g^a 
. . . ..••• • , •. • • • 
‘ . . . . I - . 
Floor — Monolithic concrete with heavy duty 
“ non-metallic hardener, with paint on 
directional signs with durable road 
marking paint. , 
/ i \ ‘ \ •.卞 . 
Wall. - Emulsion paint or fairfaced concrete/ 
plastered brickwork, with paint on 
directional graphic. Column guards and 
: protections for vertical ductwork shall be 
provided. 
Ceiling - Emulsion paint or fairfaced concrete. 






Unglazed 50 x 50mm vitreous mosaic 
tile, finish with 150 x 75 x 12mm 
matching colour non-slip nosing 
tile. 
Unglazed 50 x 50mm vitreous mosaic 
tile to dado. Polyurathene paint to 
wall above dado. 
Mechanical Room/Service Area 
Floor - Non-metallic hardened cement sand screed 
Wall - Emulsion paint on fairfaced concrete/ 
plastered brickwork/internal acoustic 
lining to plant rooms where necessary to 
achieve specified noise levels (not ex-
ceeding NC35) in occupied areas, 
Ceiling - Emulsion paint or fairfaced concrete. 
J) Refuse Room 
Floor - H e a v y duty extruded non-slip q u a r r y tiles/ 
skirting tiles with epoxy pointed joints 
or other equivalent hard im】 
terial. 
ipervious ma-
W a l l - Glazed ceramic tile complete with coved 
tile, and mitred internal/external coved 
tiles. 
Ceiling - Emulsion paint on fairfaced concrete 
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Heavy duty extruded non-slip quarry tiles/ 
skirting tiles with epoxy pointed joints 
or other hard impervious material. 
Glazed ceramic tiles complete with coved 
tiles and mitred internal/external coved 
tiles. 
Washable abrasion (acid/akaline/choride 
vapour) resistant coated suspended 
celling. 
Dining Arpa 
Floor - 25mm cement sand screed. 
Wall - Emulsion paint. 
• Ceiling - Suspended modular metal ceiling with sound 
insulation. 
V . I . P : D i n i n g 1 
Floor - Carpet. 
Wall - Wall paper. 
Ceiling - Suspended metal ceiling. 






一 Carpet tiles to raised floor laid in 
staggered joint (loop/pile cut loop 
pile with vinyl or P.V.C. backing 
yarn, weight 28-35 oz./yard). 
-Partitions system shall comprise 
jacked up or wedged type, inter-
changeable^ modular panels design to 
B.S. 5234 for impact load & B.S. 476 
Part 4 for spread of frames. Panels 
surface shall be able to take on a 
variety or finishes and support work 
tops and accessories. The rating 
scale for sound insulation perform-" 
ance shall be as B.S. 2750 for 100 
to 3150 HZ range. 
Frequency in Hertz 
Sound Absorption Rate 
Carpet to floor 
r or o v . r 产all achieve light reflectance 
i e ^ f i ^ — o v e r 75%). Where insulation 
f ^ ^ f t “ 。 力llowing acoustic performance 
specific frequences shall be complied with 
External Finish 〜 
器 e a s y t 。 m a i n t a i n . 
A ) g f t f f g g - L n a d d l n g ( a d d s p e c i f i c a t i o n f o r 
preferred type and OTTV-value - GPA to advise) 
B) S ^ i r i 丄 〔 l a 明 “ 終 ( d o u b l e glazed or insulated 
• g h i ^ g ^ ^ t h . a t p t i n g a n d h a v i n g t h e r m a l c h a r -
二 g t P 卞 It heat gain. (GPA t。advise OTTV 
•C) Stone niPiH…ng 
The design of 
all Government 
SrSin.nn^^ as laid dowS under the Building 
I Codes of Practice and Fire Services 
Requirements. (to be discussed) 
D) FiniRh (with latex bonding additives to back 
render and tile backing) ；. 
Sith external cladding shall strictly comply 
StSdarSl. .Building Ordinances and the releyant'British 
the stone fixings shall comply with 
Codes •and Regulations applicable to 
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Blind/Curtain 
B ) C o m p u t e r Rnnm 
二 = 产 U be installed with 
vertical^ blinds or shim-line Vene-
tian blinds. All suspended ceiling 
in office area shall allow for 
p e ， t for installation of blinds 
Office for officers 
with D3 level or above and confer-
ence room shall be provided with 
curtain and black out curtain 
Non-static carpet tiles to raised floor laid in 
o ^ T r f (loop PUe/cut loop p n e witiS'vLjl 





8 K 0 8 
o 9 o . 5 o 8 






Of s t 
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A ) A c c e g s l b l e R n n f s f - o E m p l o y e e or P u b l i r. 
..,,.,..... • ^ •‘ 
- G r a n i t e or quarry tile top finish on protective 
【 二 s c r ” d to high density (not less than 32 
kg/sg.m.) insulation material and proprietary 
waterproofing system. ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ‘ .. . . . . . . . . . . . . 
• • • ： ••+.丄？.... 
B) Non-accessible R^ofg 
- ‘ 
Sam, as "Accessible Roofs' except top finish to be 
replaced by precast concrete tiles of size not less ：产n 500 X 500 X SOinin, readily removable for access 
to waterproofing layer. 
Oj^effll roofing system (accessible and non-accessible) 
shall achieve a value (thermal transmission coeffi-
cient) of not more than 0.74 W/sq.m. 
B M j . l d j . n a M a i n t e r i a n c e n ^ i i - s 
• ... 
•. .. 、 .、 - '••• • 
^^f Bu+ldin? Maintenance Unit shall be designed to reach 
external surface of the building for the purpose of 
cleaning and maintaining the external cladding system. 
(3e”gn of the system shall meet the requirements of 
^丄^ relevant government regulations and codes and the 
to丄丄owing ou七line performaLnce requirement ：一 
{ 二 w h i ， h jhall be capable of carrying a maximum ： 
r^kin? load of 400 kgs shall.be restrain from swinging 
e x t e r n a F v L l ^ steiinless steel mullion guide on thi 
The hoisting unit shall be motorised and designed for 
^per^t^^n on anchored track system with motor driven 
K^f?^^ .for anchored on extendable jib arm to the 
丄〒 ing _faca(ae. Micro-processor control shall be 
required if the building design requires the maintenance 
staging to be set in different positions. 
Communication between the micro-processor and the roof 
Syefj from which the unit is operating shall be b y 
shielded signal in concealed conduits. 
• ':、？:.:.. ...、.、:： ， , • ；•； •： /:..••:.... :、. ：：：•:,.:.-..;";.《、::..：. .. , • - . . , " � : • : " + � . . 
Intercom shall be installed to link up the stage and 
roof level and hoisting motor shall be operated in 
manual or remote position. 
'• .•""、, .... ••‘ ... • . '. . “ •： ...... • • . . . . . 
〒>e “entire system shall be fitted with over speed unit, 
ximit switches, and other installation not specified 
n ， 巧 to comply with the following code and safety 
standard. f 
2 
ASME standards ANSI 120 
TRA 900 DIN Germany 
BS 6037 Great Britain 
D.T.U. 951 France 
U . S 
The Capitoline Hill was generally regard as the most important piece of Baroque 
Piazza. He succeeded in turning the ruin buildings into an urban space, which 
greatly enhances the importance of the buildings as the administration headquar-
ters in Rome. 
The piazza was intended to be a civic place for gathering and for public ceremo-
nies. However, the size of the piazza is too small for the modern city of Rome. 
The size and scale of an public open space are important issues to consider. 
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f. Precedent Studies 
f.1. Capitoline Hill, Rome, Italy 
Before Michelangelo designed the Capitoline, there were two dilapidated buildings: 
the Palazzo dei Senatori and the Palazzo dei Conservatori. 
Michelangelo first completed the geometry by erecting the Capitoline Museum, 
forming a civic piazza. A statue of Marcus Aurelius was then added in the middle of 
the open space. New symmetrical classical facades were added onto the original 
buildings, and completed the whole area with the new staircase which link up the 
piazza to the street level. 
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t 二 ， 二 f 2 ” 卯 and layouts must meet the optimum 
想 t h of office area from the service core stated in 
^his specification. Provision for at least two 
locations within the office floor area where concrete 
can be- easily knocked out for the installation of 
stairs connecting the office floors and for future 
structure modification. 
5) Requirement for Concrete Test 
c?j^crete tests shall be carried out in accordance 
二itj^  the Building (Construction) Regulations. other 
tests shall be carried out where necessary. 
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f.2 The Civic Center, Washington DC, USA 
The civic center of Washington DC demonstrates how the importance of civic 
buildings and public open space can be mutually enhanced. 
The Capitol and the Lincoln Memorial from the east-west axis while the White 
House and the Jefferson Memorial form the north-south axis. At the intersection of 
the axis locates the Washington Monument. Along these axis and between these 
buildings, open space is created. 
Public are free to use the open space. Celebration, protect and public gathering 
are arranged at the open space. 
• - • I • i I 
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f.3 Tokyo City Hall, Tokyo, Japan 
The Tokyo City Hall by Kenzo Tange consists of 3 adjacent buildings and a oval 
plaza in the center. The west tower contains different agencies, public corpora-
tions and governmental departments. On the southern side there are the Assem-
bly Building and the Assembly Hall. An elevated circulation system is introduced in 
the whole complex. 
The use of super truss allows a superstructure providing 19.2m column-free spans 
office area. 
The free floor space allows the flexibility in office layout for the diversified and spe-
cialized nature of administration operations. 
• • . . . . . . 
The open plaza was originally designed for people to gather. However the relative 
scale of the plaza to the high-rise towers is so large that a dwarf feeling is created 
and not many people use the plaza. The elevated circulation system minimizes 
the ground-level activity, which further deteriorates the performance of the plaza. 
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f.4 The Secretariat, Chandigrah, India. 
In 1947, the new Government of India was established as the Indians gained inde-
pendence from the British. LeCorbusierwas appointed as the architect to give the 
Chandigrah and the Government building an appropriate look. Ghandigraph was 
perceived by the Indian Government as a capital of a "new nation, eager to become 
a grown-up member within the family of industrialized powers." (*) The new Capitol 
complex in Chandigaph was one of the major design by LeCorbusier. 
The Capitol complex is located at the north-eastern side of Chandigrah. The origi-
nal design consisted of 4 buildings: the Assembly Building, the High Court, the 
Secretariat and the Governor's Palace. (The latest one is not realized eventually). 
There is a centra丨 civic plaza, which is a public space for people to gather. 
The Secretariat is of a post and beam structure. 5 groups of ministerial offices and 
a central pavilion is included in the Secretariat, as suggested in the building plans. 
Amenities for the building users are provided on the roof level. 
The civic plaza and the roof terrace of the Secretariat turned out to be unpopular to 
the people because of the severe weather of India, that few people would stay in 
open air. Environmental factor is an important issue in designing open space. The 
post and beam structure provides office space with high flexibility. 
J M H e j t ' . 
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g. News Cuttings 
g.1 Extract of Proposal of the new Government Headquarters at Tamar 
Extract from "Sing Tao Daily", 11 Nov, 1998. 
香港要聞 
丨 1 1 / 1 1 / 1 9 9 8 
添馬艦建政府總部費75億 
(綜合報道 > 政府計畫動用七十五億港元（九七年十二月造價’ 




,樓拍時約 露大出臨値 透部推府價 中總月政的 件府三由時： 文政年時當 的新今跌， 會爲於下部 員’定幅總 委司原大府 務公幅現政 事問該出的 程顧。道用 工請件市使 及聘文產紀 政元約地世 地億合在I 劃三擬月十 
規七草I
 二 
會點及年建. 法四’今興。 立用計於而元 給運設，改億 交算詳地並十 提預周土








道商，關區 畢的題相特 厘近問能進 ：亞鄰的職促 ，下在散和於。 於須分部助象 ：位府、總有形 丨年政夠府將的 幾致不政舉府 去導方把此政 過且地’。見 ’並公樓內遠 示，辦大樓有 表用決公大個 中使解辦的一 
.件夠要府化顯 文不。政代凸 ,的已公的現會 會方辦新麼亦 法地厦幢I
 ， 
立公大一在率 給辦利建中效 交的美興集作 提部及靠i 在總宇要門的 府府樓是部府 港政業還的政 
馬樓曰五 添供便千 的提以二 頃可，萬 公，性六 五倍彈十 點十具二 ±爲將達 達率計共 積比設供 面積的提 總地關’ 用的有倍 利程。五 分工米十 充期方高 將I平最。 樓第千至積大中五加面 部其萬增淨 總，七率面 府區十比樓 政海共稷的 的塡積地米 中地面將方 議基淨可平 建艦面後百 
大策，爲政府並典 利決務，行政，或 美的服方爲設通動。 ：和地援地：括溝活位 、署用支供施包民方車 合覓供提設，市官停 府另提構屬施與念及 政須部機附設進紀施 區而總和和區促辦設 中足府門待社及舉員 於不政部接供’和職 位方向府賓提訊’、 前地干政貴；資用廳 目處若的括施布使議 爲兩爲部包設發眾會 括該；總，書府公如 包因方府方秘政供例 途及地政地及便以’ 用以供近供議以，施 的’提靠提會’地設 樓局處須室俟心用屬 大策事必公提中憩附 部決辦上辦處源休供 總有關作官事資景提 府所相運長辦及園及 政的和在政議訊 ； 新度局或行會資設禮 
Investigation of New Identity of Government Architecture 
H K S A R Government Headquarters 
Extract from "Hong Kong Standard", 11 Nov, 1998. 
FRONT ？m 
Contest for design of government Tamar site 
11/11/1998 . 
A DESIGN competition will be launched eariy next year for the new SAR Government Headquarters 
complex on the former Tamar site in CcntraL 
” . 、 s - "• • 
The complex, to house the Government Secretariat and related departments, is to replace the 
40-year-old beadqviarters at Lower Albert Road. 
The entire project is estimated to cost $7.5 billion. It will house over 8.000 government staff. 
Invitations for architectura] designs for the complex will be sent out in February or March. The results 
will be announced in December next year. 
Works will commence as scheduled in January 2001, and the whole project will have been comolctcd 
by Februaiy 2005. — 二 ^ 
A vital part of the project, "3063 KA Central Government Complex (CGC)", would be upgraded 
from Category B to Category A in eidier June or July 2000 _ at an estimated cost of $473.41 million 
for the ^pointment of consultants to develop an outline of schematic proposals, and to carry out the 一 
design development. . 
The Tamar Basin Reclamation Site, covering.2.5 hectares, will be fully utilised, with capacity for 
future growth to meet demand for office space. 
All bureaus now in the government headquarters and the Murray Building will be moved to the new 
site. 
The Chief Executive's Office, the Executive Council Offices, government departments, 
community-oriented facilities and other ancillary facilities will also be housed in the new site. 
The present headquarters and the Muiray building sites will be left for commercial development. 








進 行 計 比 姿 的 勤 機 ， ‘ ‘ 
當.蜀開記者會得唆笑 
心設水設：； 擔問際的一 •史顧國次 ,作具用 h元求冠… 地億要棄 土化’大 的點？科• 贵四設似： . " 珍以開m 《1評公揄 在批元揶 選又萬更 •问’千 爲费六師 部浪黃計 總否斥設 問足至地 詢元甚本 先倍，視 f白五巨歧 员十甚•
 •
 
二 - 门 愤 佔 設 ； £ 發造計準計 
發大港但： 後府本’ 日政對智 部湾而見 總沙反仁 供長，見 足及&得 皮角特値 地北港否 艦舆杏是 馬’顯. 添1儿突所。 .餘辦其演 圾千計得Sf: 反四設用件 ；萬明贾事 逐I列萬大 改惯赛千科 家造比六免 曾米閲”避 尤方公利力 長平：有裘 政’相赛府 行展樓參港 
r 次何。 解結今任囚 講杳稱有原 媒調卻沒的 傳話員世命 向媳官麻者 ,項各政記 員一
 . 而 開 
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